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Case study of an InAs quantum dot memory: Optical storing and deletion
of charge
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Division of Solid State Physics, Lund University, Box 118, SE-221 00 Lund, Sweden

~Received 27 December 2000; accepted for publication 8 May 2001!

We have studied self-assembled InAs quantum dots embedded in an InP matrix using
photocapacitance and photocurrent spectroscopy. These dots are potentially promising for memories
due to the large confinement energy for holes. In this work we have realized simple quantum dot
memory by placing the dots in the space–charge region of a Schottky junction. Our measurements
reveal that a maximum of about one hole can be stored per dot. We also find that illumination for
an extended period deletes the stored charge. We show that these limitations do not reflect the
intrinsic properties of the dots, but rather the sample structure in combination with deep traps
present in the sample. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1382628#
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During the last few years much attention has been
voted to the growth and characterization of self-assemb
semiconductor quantum dots. The strong interest in th
semiconductor nanostructures is motivated by the possib
to use them as active media in future high-speed electr
and photonic devices, as well as their fascinating atomic-
properties. Self-assembled InAs quantum dots embedde
an InP matrix are an interesting material system from
point of view of physics due to an unusually large confin
ment energy for holes of about 400 meV.1 Furthermore, the
dots exhibit a complex electronic structure that is observe
absorption spectroscopy.2 A strong luminescence at abou
1.70 mm implies that the dots may be suitable for optoele
tronic components compatible with the wavelength range
optical fibers.

The strong confinement of holes suggests that the
could also be implemented in memories. Lundstromet al.3

recently reported on exciton storage in self-assembled I
dots in GaAs. In their approach the memory concept w
based on dissociation and separate storage of the elec
and holes of optically created excitons. In Fig. 1 we sh
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how InAs dots located in the space–charge region o
Schottky junction prepared on InP work as a simple mem
device in which a light pulse is converted into an accumu
tion of holes in the dots, to be retrieved later by injecti
electrons into the dots. The large surface dot density, toge
with the large confinement energy for holes, suggests
this material system is promising for room-temperature o
cal memory devices with high pixel~dot! density. Also, it
should be possible to store enough holes in each pixel to
a reasonable gray-scale resolution. In this work we h
studied properties related to the storing of holes in this ty
of device.

The samples were grown by metallogranic chemical
por deposition~MOCVD! on n1 substrates. Details of the
growth procedure can be found in Ref. 4. The dots are inc
porated into the middle of a 4mm not intentionally doped
InP epitaxial layer. The surface density of the dots is e
pected to be 231010cm22 as determined from atomic forc
microscope ~AFM! measurements on uncapped sampl
Schottky junctions were prepared by evaporating a se
transparent 100 Å thick gold layer through a contact ma
in
ent
FIG. 1. Schematic description of an InAs quantum dot memory.~a! In ‘‘write’’ mode an incoming light pulse is converted into an accumulation of holes
the dots. The reverse bias in this mode must exceed about 1.5 V.~b! In ‘‘store’’ mode the holes are stored for a very long time due to the large confinem
energy for holes.~c! In ‘‘read’’ mode the light pulse is retrieved by injecting electrons from the bulk into the dots.

a!Electronic mail: hakan.pettersson@ide.hh.se
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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with circular apertures in about 550mm diameter. The back
ohmic contact was formed by alloying Au–Ge to then1-InP
substrate.

The experimental methods invoked in the study w
photocurrent and photocapacitance spectroscopy. These
niques have a long tradition of studying isolated point d
fects in bulk semiconductors, and we have previously sho
that they are also excellent tools for studying quant
dots.1,5,6 In photocapacitance spectroscopy,7 a quiescent re-
verse bias defines the width of the space–charge regionW,
of the Schottky junction. A short-circuit pulse contracts t
space-charge region toW0 enabling traps withinW–W0 to
capture electrons from the bulk~for n-type material!. After
the filling pulse the original reverse bias is retrieved. Follo
ing this voltage cycle the sample is illuminated with mon
chromatic light. Changes in the occupancy of traps indu
by the light results in a change inW that can be monitored by
measuring the differential capacitanceC. The relationship
betweenC and W is given by the expression for a pla
capacitor:C5««0A/W, whereA is the area of the Schottk
junction and««0 is the dielectric constant. In photocurre
spectroscopy7 the reverse bias is kept constant while meas
ing the photocurrent induced by a two-step excitation p
cess involving traps located withinW.

In Fig. 2 we show the spectral distribution of the phot
current recorded at detection bias of23 and 0 V, respec-
tively. As pointed out above, the dots have to be within
space–charge region in order to be detected by the ex
mental techniques employed in this work.C–V and deep
level transient spectroscopy~DLTS! measurements hav
shown that the space–charge region includes the dot l
for reverse biases exceeding about 1.5 V.1 From this we con-
clude that only for the23 V spectrum are signatures of th
dots to be expected. For this spectrum we observe an op
response with a threshold energy at about 0.90 eV which
attribute to optical transitions between hole states in the d
and the conduction band of the InP barrier. Adding a bind
energy of 0.45 eV for the dots’ hole ground state found
Ref. 1 results in a value of 1.35 eV which is slightly low
than the band gap of InP~1.40 eV at 77 K!. This discrepancy
can easily be explained by noting that the optical transiti
to the barrier involve the dot-related wetting layer. In Fig
we see the effect of these transitions in terms of hole stor

FIG. 2. Spectral distribution of the photocurrent, normalized with respec
the photon flux, measured at23 and 0 V detection bias, respectively. Th
23 V spectrum was shifted upward for clarity. The open circles were
culated by subtracting the background from the23 V spectrum and repre-
sent current generation in the dots.
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Here we have plotted the spectral distribution of the pho
capacitance signal, converted into an average numbe
stored holes/dot, detected at23 V. The conversion is done a
follows: The photocapacitance signal,DC, is interpreted in
terms of the total number of holes,n, stored in all dots using
the expression

DC

C
5

nL

W2ND
,

whereL is the distance of the dot layer from the surface a
ND is the backgroundn doping (;1015cm23!. Since the
average dot density is known approximately, the aver
number of holes per dot can readily be calculated. The s
ing time is limited by thermal emission of the holes. To em
phasize that this quantum dot memory works at eleva
temperatures, we show the temperature dependence o
storing time as an inset in Fig. 3. The storing time was
termined by filling the dots with holes using a short optic
pulse with photon energy 1.20 eV, and subsequently mea
ing the time constant of the capacitance transient due to t
mal emission of the stored holes.

At low temperature the storing time is as long as ho
which can be compared to the few seconds for the In
GaAs quantum dot memory reported by Lundstromet al.3

We did not extend our measurements to temperatures lo
than about 145 K since the long time constant makes
measurements extremely time consuming.

An interesting effect is observed if the sample is illum
nated for a longer duration. Figure 4 shows the average n

o

l-
FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of stored charge in the dots. The inset s
the lifetime of stored holes at different temperatures.

FIG. 4. Average number of holes possible to store in the dots vs the dura
of illumination.
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FIG. 5. Simplified energy band dia
grams for the sample at a detectio
bias U523 V: ~a! without illumina-
tion; ~b! after a short light pulse with
1.20 eV photons inducing saturation i
the stored charge;~c! continuous illu-
mination with 1.20 eV photons leading
to quenching of the stored charge.
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ber of holes stored per dot, determined from capacita
measurements, for different durations of illumination w
1.20 eV photons. The sample temperature was increa
from 77 to 153 K to facilitate convenient measurement of
number of stored holes~after illumination the holes are ther
mally emitted to the valence band!. Evidently, the hole-
storing process can be completely quenched. This exp
mental observation offers a scheme by which not o
optical filling of the dots is possible, but also optical deleti
of the stored charge. As described below, we attribute
phenomenon to current generation in the dots in conjunc
with the charging of traps located in the space–charge
gion. The light-induced loading of holes in the dots results
contraction of the width of the space–charge region,W, until
it coincides with the position of the dot layer. At this poi
electrons start to diffuse from the bulk into the dots whi
renders further loading of holes impossible@see Fig. 5~b!#.
This process limits the maximum number of holes per
that can be stored to approximately 1. This saturation is
served in Fig. 3 as a flat spectral distribution for phot
energies exceeding about 1.10 eV. As previously discus
the illumination leads to a photocurrent predominantly g
erated in the dots~Fig. 2!. At steady state, holes and ele
trons escape from the dots at equal rates. The holes are
ciently swept away by the intrinsic electric field of th
Schottky junction. On their way to the surface the holes
captured by traps. This charging process results in fur
contraction ofW which, following the argument above, lead
to deletion of the stored holes in the dots@see Fig. 5~c!#. We
do not dwell on the possible origin of these traps excep

FIG. 6. Voltage dependence of the capacitance signal due to the chargi
traps in the sample.
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note that DLTS8 measurements show that deep traps
present in the samples. Also, we found that the hole-cap
process takes place relatively close to the surface sincW
had to be decreased to less than about 1mm in order to
neutralize the traps. In Fig. 6 we have plotted the volta
dependence of the capacitance change due to charging o
unknown traps. We note that there is a threshold voltage
about 21.5 V, which is consistent with our previous com
ment that the charging current predominantly originates fr
the dots. The increase in capacitance with increasing de
tion bias merely reflects the fact thatW increases with in-
creasing detection bias which allows more charge to
stored in the traps beforeW again reaches the dot layer an
blocks current generation.

In conclusion, we have studied self-assembled In
quantum dots embedded in InP using photocapacitance
photocurrent spectroscopy. The sample structure is a sim
quantum dot memory device with dots located in the spac
charge region of a Schottky junction. We show that this d
vice can store holes for about 1ms at room temperature an
for hours at 77 K. In particular we find that the number
holes that can be stored in the dots depends on the dura
of illumination. We interpret this result in terms of recomb
nation of stored holes with electrons that diffuse from t
bulk as the space–charge region of the junction contra
This contraction stems from the charging of traps presen
the sample.
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